Still, these elements are important in electoral choices and provide a basis for strategic behavior.
This explanation addresses all five empirical puzzles in a way that a purely policy-based analysis, in which voters attach no value to non-policy characteristics of candidates, cannot.
The paper proceeds as follows. I outline my theoretical model in general terms. I continue with a history of Israeli electoral reform, which establishes the framework for three explanations of the 1992 case that have been suggested in the literature. I argue that these explanations are unsatisfactory, as each neglects one or more of the puzzles discussed above. I then apply my general model to Israeli politics and argue that it successfully addresses each of the five puzzles. The analysis generates novel hypotheses that are tested against empirical evidence. I conclude with a discussion of the model's explanatory power and its possible application to other cases.
The General Argument
Suppose there is an electoral system based on proportional representation/list voting with voters who have single-peaked preferences and are distributed on a unidimensional continuum such that some party's list of candidates is favored. Assume that the distribution of voters is not perfectly symmetric and, without loss of generality, that it is skewed to the right. I label the party of the median voter as the right-centrist party. If voters choose the party list they vote for strictly in terms of their spatial distance from the parties arrayed on the issue continuum, then the rightcentrist party either will win on its own or will form a coalition with other spatially proximate parties. 2 Non-centrist voters might behave strategically, voting for the centrist party they prefer more to increase the odds that this party will lead the government, maximizing their preferred party's chances of inclusion in the governing coalition. Voters have no incentive to vote for the centrist party farther from them. 3 Without a change in the distribution or incentives of voters, the left-centrist party will never win sufficient support to lead a government. These strategic voting incentives are shown in Table one . Suppose the electoral system is modified so one seat is directly elected by the voters and the winner of this seat determines which party forms the governing coalition. All other seats are still filled by list voting. With one seat contested in a national district by specific candidates, we might expect the same right of center bias as in the broader, list election. Under strictly policy voting, all voters to the left are expected to vote for the left-centrist party's candidate and all to the right are expected to vote for the right-centrist candidate. Therefore, unless the distribution of voters is altered or their incentives are changed, the right-centrist party will continue to win.
The introduction of the directly elected seat eliminates the incentive for strategic voting in the parliamentary list election. The selection of the party to lead the government is now determined by the single, directly-elected seat and not by the distribution of seats within the legislature. Therefore, non-centrist voters can vote for their favorite party, increasing its seat share in the national legislature, while influencing the selection of the national government through the vote for the single seat. They make the legislature more representative of their interests and still enhance their preferred party's prospects of being in the national government.
These strategies are summarized in Table two . This implies a hypothesis that contradicts a common explanation for Israel's electoral reform: by removing the incentive to vote strategically, the introduction of direct election of the prime minister will increase the legislative representation of non-centrist parties. I return to this hypothesis later and show that it is borne out by the evidence.
If the directly elected seat must be won by a majority, so that a runoff is possible, strategic voting analysis yields another prediction. Voters support the large centrist party closest to them in the direct election. Voting for a small party candidate in the direct election is a waste.
Non-centrist prime-ministerial candidates hurt their parties by drawing votes away from the centrist candidate most likely to coalesce with their party. Thus, non-centrist candidates are not expected to run in the direct election. If they do, they will drop out early and their support will shift to the centrist candidate on their side of the political spectrum. A second round should rarely be required; if one is, the strategic dynamics are unaltered. The introduction of the direct election creates another potential change in voter incentives. The first change alters the composition of the legislature, but does not alter the advantage of the right-centrist party. In a list election, voters who favor particular candidates have no effective way to express that preference. In the direct election, however, voters who have non-policy preferences over candidates have a ready opportunity to express them.
Non-policy preferences might, for instance, be over charisma, successful use of the media, or status as a national hero. For some subset of the voters such personal characteristics may swing their votes despite policy disagreements. Less informed voters may be particularly likely to vote for non-policy reasons. The distinction between policy and non-policy considerations is not discrete. Charisma, for example, may help a candidate promote his/her policy positions. Nonetheless, non-policy considerations do impact the decision-making of at least some voters.
In some cases, voters with non-policy preferences may weigh those interests more heavily than their policy preferences and vote for a candidate farther from them on the policy dimension.
These strategies are summarized in Table three . Even if the probability of having a non-policy advantage is randomly distributed between the two parties, the change to direct election increases the left-centrist party's probability of leading the government relative to the all-list election. In the all-list election, where there were no non-policy voters, the left-centrist party, in this stylized example, had no chance of winning. One directly elected seat introduces the possibility of nonpolicy voting. The left-centrist candidate may sometimes have the non-policy advantage. And, when this occurs s/he will have a positive probability of leading the government.
This theoretical result is strengthened by considering voter turnout. Citizens who weight policy preferences heavily are those who are politically knowledgeable or have specific policy interests. Such voters are most likely to vote under the old proportional representation system. By introducing non-policy voting, direct election will attract less informed voters. This will benefit the left-centrist party because its platform is less popular among informed policy-based voters than the right centrist party's platform. In real elections, voters choose in a more complex way than is reflected in standard median voter interpretations. People vote based on party identification, the charisma or personal attributes of a candidate, and for a host of other reasons. The model I propose examines the implications of non-policy voting within a rational-actor framework and shows how political parties might maneuver strategically to take advantage of non-policy voting.
The History of Israeli Electoral Reform
The debate over electoral reform in Israel dates to the beginning of the state. 4 At its formation, Israel adopted a proportional representation system. The entire country constituted a single district in which the citizens voted for party lists for representation in the unicameral parliament, the Knesset. The strikingly inclusive system required only one percent of the vote to secure a seat in the 120 seat Knesset. The prime minister was the leader of the party that formed a majority coalition.
The Israeli electoral system underwent small changes between 1948 and 1992. 5 In 1973
Israel switched from the largest remainder formula for assigning Knesset seats to the d'Hondt formula, which favors large parties. 6 In 1992, the threshold for obtaining a first seat in the Knesset was raised to 1.5 percent. However, several attempts at large scale reform, prior to 1992, failed. The political mayhem following the fall of the national unity government caused the Israeli public to question the electoral system. Indeed, members of the Israeli political elite suggested that corrupt behavior was an endogenous feature of the system. Yitzhak Rabin, second in command of Labour, referred to promises of personal benefits made to MKs to attract them to Labour's coalition as "the dirty trick." It was after this crisis that the movement toward electoral reform got off the ground.
Shortly after the vote of no-confidence, four electoral reform bills were proposed by individual MKs from four parties. 8 The various bills proposed dividing Israel into districts, introducing a constructive vote of no-confidence, or directly electing the Prime Minister. The small parties opposed districting. Labour supported direct election, whereas Likud supported the constructive vote of no-confidence. The direct election bill was the first to pass a reading in the Knesset and came to occupy the central place in the debate over electoral reform. Beginning with the fourteenth Knesset, the prime minister was to be elected by a direct referendum of the citizens. At the same time, the Knesset would stand for election in the manner it always had, proportional representation. In order to win the prime ministry, a candidate must win a majority of the votes cast. If no candidate does so, then a run-off election is held between the two top vote-getters. After the prime minister is selected, s/he has 45 days to form a government which must be approved by a majority of the Knesset. The government can be disbanded by a joint decision of the prime minister and the president or by a vote-of-noconfidence by the Knesset. In either case both the prime minister and Knesset stand for new elections.
Analysis of the Extant Explanations
Three explanations of Israeli electoral reform are offered in the literature: the reform was enacted to curb small party power; 11 it was a response to public demand for governmental change in conjunction with a public commitment to instrumental voting; 12 or it was a function of the shortterm interests of elite political players. 13 I examine each of these explanations and find each lacking. I then offer an analysis focusing on coalitional politics, strategic voting, and non-policy voting and demonstrate how it addresses each of the five puzzles elucidated in the introduction.
Curbing the Power of Small Parties
The small extremist parties in Israel wielded tremendous power under the old electoral rules.
The inclusiveness of proportional representation with a one percent threshold, in conjunction with the fractured nature of Israeli political society, insured that many parties were represented in the Knesset. Because neither large party ever captured a majority of Knesset seats, coalition formation was necessary.
Under the old system, one party was invited by the president to form a coalition. If that party failed, the other large party had the opportunity to form a government. Therefore, both large parties bargained with the small, pivotal parties from the time seats were allocated. The small parties could extract ministerial portfolios and policy promises in exchange for supporting a coalition. The religious parties wielded such power that, according to Sprinzak and Diamond, "anti-Zionist rabbis in their eighties and nineties--were made the ultimate judges of Israel's national interest." 14 According to Hazan, public desire to curb the power of these small parties was the primary argument for direct election. 15 Direct election did little to curb the power of small parties. Under the new system only the party that wins the prime ministry has the right to form a government. Hence, the free-for-all nature of bargaining in the Knesset may be diminished. However, the government still must be approved by a majority of the Knesset. Thus, as Doron and Kay argue, the new system "would require, as it does in the current system, a formation of winning coalitions in the Knesset and in its committees. Inter-party bargaining (some call it "political extortion") would not be avoided." 16 The new electoral system does not eliminate political payoffs to small parties to garner their support.
The threshold for inclusion in the Knesset was raised, making it slightly more difficult for small parties to gain a legislative foothold. However, the reform also should have reduced strategic voting in the Knesset election if my general argument, explicated above, is correct. If the removal of the incentive to vote strategically outweighs the increased threshold for representation in the Knesset, then the net effect of the reform is to enhance rather than diminish the strength of the small parties.
I have hypothesized that direct election changes strategic voting in the list election, making defection from small parties less attractive to the voters who favor them. Thus, the new system is expected to increase the number of seats won by small parties. In the first six elections since the emergence of Israel's system with two dominant parties in 1973, the two major parties won an average of eighty-five seats out of 120, with a low of seventy-five (1977) and a high of ninety-five (1981). In the 1992 election, the last election before the reform went into effect, the two major parties won eighty-four seats. In the 1996 elections, the first under the reform, the two leading parties won only sixty-six seats and in 1999 they won only forty-five seats; nineteen and forty fewer seats, respectively, than the pre-reform average. 17 This is evidence both for my argument and against the claim that the smaller parties were harmed by the electoral reform.
Apparently, factors other than the desire to curb the power of the extremist parties caused the reform.
Instrumental Voting and Public Opinion
Hermann argues that the primary force behind electoral reform was a shift in how Israelis view themselves politically. Instrumental voting, Hermann argues, replaced party loyalty as the new norm. Israelis now reward or punish Mks based on policy results. 18 Because of instrumental voting politicians could not ignore the public will. The coalition crisis of 1990 raised a public furor over the governance system, making electoral reform sufficiently salient to motivate instrumental voting. According to Hermann, the confluence of these two factors forced MKs to support electoral reform.
Because of the short time span involved and the lack of survey evidence, it is difficult to assess whether the rise in instrumental voting actually occurred. Hermann cites one Gallup poll in which "15 percent [of respondents] said that they would not vote for a party that did not include the express commitment to a governance reform in its platform." 19 She also offers anecdotal evidence from television interviews, 20 as well as the argument that the fact that the major winners in the 1992 election had advocated reform, whereas the losers had ignored or brushed it aside, seems to strongly suggest that electoral reform was a central factor in determining the election results.
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This is a difficult argument to sustain. The fact that the winners of the 1992 election were also the supporters of electoral reform and the losers its opponents offers us no evidence that the two are causally linked, let alone does it "strongly suggest that electoral reform was a central factor 
Interests of Political Elites
Doron and Kay argue that the primary cause of the electoral reform was the short-term interests of the parties' political elites. At the time of the reform, Shimon Peres led the Labour party, but
Yitzhak Rabin was re-emerging as the popular choice for leadership. In addition, Labour switched the method by which its party list was selected from the central committee to a partywide primary. This decision was made to "bypass Peres' domination of the Center by appealing to a larger body of voters," who would presumably support the more popular Rabin. 22 There was not a comparable leadership issue within the Likud, which was led by Yitzhak Shamir.
As an individual candidate, Rabin was very popular. A poll taken at the end of 1991
found that Rabin, in a head to head contest, would defeat every member of the Likud party, The interests of political elites explanation addresses four of the five puzzles. However, Doron and Kay's theory fails to account for the third puzzle: the motivations of the small parties.
The political elites argument is also entirely contingent on short-term calculations that benefit particular politicians. Israeli politicians' motivations may have been short sighted and linked to the interests of their party leaders. However, because electoral reform was a systemic change that will affect Israel's entire political future, it would be preferable to find an explanation that is consistent with the elites' perspective, but that does not rely on this restrictive assumption of shortsightedness. 23 I develop such an explanation by examining how coalitional politics and strategic voting were affected by electoral reform.
A Coalitional Politics and Strategic Voting Analysis
Since neither of the two major parties has ever won a majority of the Knesset, the formation of coalitions with small parties is a critical element of Israeli politics. Therefore, to understand the political causes of electoral reform, we must understand how it affected coalitional politics.
Israeli parties (at the time of the reform) can be categorized in five groups, of which three In order to examine the dynamics of coalitional behavior in the old and new electoral systems I offer several simplifying assumptions to characterize the complex Israeli political system. I have assumed that the political map can be divided into five sections: the extreme left, the left (Labour), the right (Likud), the extreme right and the religious. I further assume that the parties are constrained regarding possible coalition partners for ideological reasons. That is, they choose coalition partners on the basis of policy compatibility and spatially defined preferences. I assume that the extreme left will not coalesce with either the right or the extreme right; the left will not coalesce with the extreme right; the right will not coalesce with the extreme left; the extreme right will not coalesce with the left or the extreme left; and the religious parties will coalesce with anyone, but prefer the right. 24 The extreme right's territorial expansionism is anathema to the left's and extreme left's understanding of how to achieve peace. And the eagerness of the extreme left to give up land and move settlers is unacceptable to the right. The religious parties are primarily concerned with obtaining funds and policies for their particular communities and in controlling religious affairs.
Consequently the religious parties will form a government with either side provided they are promised sufficient concessions on the issues of particular importance to the religious community. Because some extreme-left parties, such as Meretz, are viewed as anti-religious, Labour's willingness to include such parties in their governments make Labour a less attractive coalition partner for the religious than Likud. Likud has traditionally been sympathetic to the concerns of the religious groups and is not inclined to include anti-religious parties in its governments. Under the old system, one party was invited to form the government. If it failed the other large party had an opportunity. Because neither party had the sole power to form a government, both major parties negotiated with the small parties. Thus, the distribution of seats was the key factor in Israeli coalitional politics.
Cox suggests that because seat distribution in Israeli politics was so vital, it may have resulted in strategic voting from members of the small parties. 25 Because neither the left nor the right expected to have a majority each party needed to negotiate with religious parties. It was important to Likud and to Labour to emerge as the largest party so as to be chosen as the formateur and thus be given the first chance to make an offer to the religious parties. This strategic environment may have led voters who preferred small left-or right-wing parties to vote for the larger, more centrist, party that leaned to their side of the political spectrum. They would do so to increase the odds that their side of the political spectrum would have the first chance to form a coalition and that their most preferred party would be part of this coalition. This theoretical possibility is supported by the empirical work of Felsenthal and Brichta, which establishes that approximately 12% of the Israeli electorate voted strategically. 26 Can the new electoral system's effect on strategic voting, and consequently on seat distribution and coalition formation, explain the politics of the electoral reform? I begin by examining the incentives to vote strategically under the old and new systems. Then I evaluate which parties are expected to benefit from the new system.
People vote strategically to increase the odds that their ideal party will be part of the governing coalition. They do so recognizing that their strategic defection implies that their preferred party will receive marginally fewer seats. Supporters of non-centrist parties may increase the odds that their preferred party will be in the government by voting for the centrist party most inclined to form a coalition with their preferred party. The added votes for the chosen centrist party make it more likely that that centrist party will be the first invited to form a coalition. Those voters who most prefer Labour or Likud have no incentive to vote strategically. 27 It is the voters who prefer small parties that may have an incentive to vote strategically.
Since The trade-off that the voters in the extremist parties face is a result of their parties inability to form a coalition with the centrist party on the other side of the political spectrum. This is not true for the religious parties. Although the religious parties prefer Likud to Labour, they will enter into a coalition with either side. The primary interest of the religious parties is to garner political goods for their communities. Therefore, they were concerned with maximizing seats and thereby portfolios within whichever government they joined. The religious voters had no incentive to split their votes. Strategic voting dictated that they vote exclusively for the religious parties.
With the change to the direct election of the prime minister, the dynamics of strategic voting were fundamentally altered. The formateur is now determined by who wins the primeministry. Extremist voters can vote for a centrist candidate for prime minister and their preferred party for Knesset. Indeed, the extremist voters no longer gain any benefit from splitting their votes within the Knesset elections because the number of Knesset seats has no bearing on who forms the government. Hence, under the direct election system, one expects that virtually all extreme-left voters will vote for the Labour candidate for prime minister and for their extremeleft parties for Knesset. Extreme rightist will vote for Likud for prime minister and for the extreme-right parties for Knesset. As we saw earlier, this hypothesis, derived from my model, is borne out empirically. The Knesset representation of extremist parties has increased significantly since the reform. Because only a centrist candidate from a large party has a serious chance at winning the prime ministry, one expects that the religious parties will also choose to vote for one of the two centrist candidates for prime minister and vote for religious parties in the Knesset race.
The religious voters tend to favor Likud over Labour, but this is by no means absolute.
Consequently, in the prime ministerial election, some percentage of the religious voters will vote for the Likud candidate and some smaller percentage will vote Labour. Table five summarizes the voting strategies of all voters in both systems. given the distribution of votes, under the new system Likud seems almost certain of winning the prime ministry, whereas under the old system they depended on coalition formation with the religious parties.
The new system seemed to benefit Likud. Under the old system, Likud did not receive the votes of the religious parties towards its vote total. Instead it had to rely on the religious parties' predilection for forming a coalition with the right once they reached the Knesset. Under that system the Likud always faced the risk that Labour would be offered the opportunity to form the coalition first and would offer sufficient enticements to lure the religious to a left-wing coalition.
With direct election of the prime minister the religious express their preference for Likud during the election of the prime minister. The new system thereby denies Labour the opportunity to tempt the religious parties away from Likud during the coalition formation stage. From this perspective the new system seems to make it more likely that Likud will head a coalition. This is a troubling finding for the purely policy-based coalitional explanation because Likud opposed the new legislation and Labour supported it.
A purely policy-based coalitional argument is not adequate to explain the reform.
Retaining the above strategic analysis, I integrate policy considerations with the recognition that some voters choose on the basis of non-policy considerations, such as personality differences across the candidates. With the inclusion of this non-policy dimension, I am able to identify a coalitional explanation of electoral reform in Israel and its five associated puzzles. Under the old system, Labour ran on a party platform. Once it reached the Knesset, Labour had to convince the religious voters to join it by offering political payoffs to overcome its less popular platform. This may have been almost impossible because whatever payoffs Labour could offer, presumably Likud could offer the same in addition to its policy platform which was closer to the policy preferences of the religious voters. 33 Remember, under the old system, voters chose lists, not individual candidates.
Under the new system, Labour does not need to sell its platform to the same extent. It can now sell an individual leader because the prime-ministerial candidate is raised above the anonymity of parliamentary list voting. The prerogative to form the government hinges on votes for individual candidates rather than on the performance of the competing lists. Because
Labour's platform is preferred by a minority of the population, Labour was greatly disadvantaged under the old system. Under the new system, Labour stands to benefit from the focus on an individual leader. When the focus is on the leader, at least sometimes Labour will prevail, even if usually they will not. When the platform is the focus then Labour essentially ought never to prevail. With a charismatic candidate, Labour has a chance to win some cross-over votes from
Likud and/or additional religious votes in the prime ministerial election. Labour needed only a small number of "personality" or non-policy voters to shift the outcome in its favor at the prime ministerial level.
Under the old system, Labour rarely expected to be in power because its platform did not appeal to the pivotal religious parties. Under the new system, at least sometimes Labour might run a charismatic leader who could pull enough voters from the Likud or the religious parties to win the prime ministry. Labour did not need to believe that it was always advantaged on the nonpolicy dimension in order to expect to benefit from the electoral reform. This coalitional/strategic voting model also explains the preferences of the small parties.
The extreme-left parties supported electoral reform, the extreme-right split their votes, and the religious opposed the reform. 34 For the extreme-right and extreme-left the reform had two effects. By eliminating the incentive for extreme-party voters to vote strategically for centrist parties, the reform increased the expected vote-share of the extremist parties. This shift was beneficial both to the extreme-left and the extreme-right. However, the reform also increased the likelihood of a Labour led, left-wing coalition. This change benefitted the extreme-left, by increasing its chance of membership in a coalition, and hurt the extreme-right. Thus, the extreme-left supported the electoral reform whereas the extreme-right was more-or-less indifferent. Unlike the extremist parties, the religious parties did not expect to gain seat-share from the electoral reform because they did not suffer from strategic defection under the old system. The religious were hurt by an increased chance of a Labour led government because the religious prefer Likud. Thus, the religious opposed the electoral reform.
Conclusion
Coalitional politics and strategic voting are vital to understanding the underlying politics of electoral reform. The coalitional argument I set forth, based on policy voting and personality voting, explains all five puzzles with which I began. Labour supported the electoral reform because, given its relatively unpopular policy position, the reform increased Labour's likelihood of leading a coalition in the long term by shifting the focus from party platform, list voting, to voting for an individual leader. This shift also benefitted Rabin in the short term. Likud opposed the reform because it decreased Likud's likelihood of leading a coalition and because it hurt Shamir in the short term. The extreme-left wing parties supported the reform because it increased their expected seat-share and made a left-wing coalition more likely; the extreme-right wing parties were indifferent because reform increased their expected seat-share but made a right-wing coalition less likely; the religious opposed the reform because they did not expect to gain seats and it made their preferred right-wing coalition less likely. Likud's leadership eventually lifted party discipline because Shamir secured the amendment that ensured that the reform would not go into effect until after his political career was over. 35 The reform could not occur prior to the coalitional crisis of 1990 because this crisis was instrumental in setting in motion the debate over radical reform and because it gave Rabin the opportunity to win control of the Labour party.
Without this potential ascendance of Rabin, the reform would have failed because it was not in the short-term interest of Shimon Peres, who lacked the personal charisma to exploit the direct election.
The model proposed here offers an alternative view of the key factors behind electoral reform. It fits the Israeli case well, and is the only existing explanation which addresses all five puzzles elucidated at the outset of this paper. This analysis also leads to the hypothesis that the small extremist parties would be beneficiaries, with respect to seat-share, of the reform. This novel hypothesis is contrary to the general expectation in the literature. Consistent with the hypothesis, the share of seats held by small parties in the Knesset went up substantially as compared to all previous elections since the emergence of two major parties in Israel. My explanation is derived from standard assumptions about strategic policy voting augmented by the assumption that some small number of voters may choose on a non-policy basis. Though these conditions are demonstrated to be consistent with the evolution of the electoral system in Israel, they have the potential to be applied to any political system.
In the 1990's Italy, New Zealand, and Japan all enacted electoral reforms. Although they began with different systems, each of these countries changed to a mixed member system in which some candidates are elected in a national list-election and others in local majoritarian elections. 36 The type of analysis in this paper could be instructive in understanding these reforms.
For instance, strategic vote splitting would be affected by the addition of local level elections.
With local elections, supporters of a small, locally popular party might vote for their most preferred party locally and a centrist party nationally. Whereas, in the old Italian national proportional representation system, which did not have local representation, the supporters of such a party would strategically split their votes, as in the analysis of extreme left-and extreme right-wing voters in Israel under its old system. Such reform would, thus, strengthen small local parties and thereby fragment the political system. This prediction is contrary to the stated goal of Italy's reform, to curb political fragmentation, but consistent with the eventual results. 37 This paper also demonstrates that analyses of local majoritarian elections, in which only one seat is contested, must consider the effects of non-policy voting. Although the specifics of these other reforms remain outside the scope of my study, it is evident that the insights of an analysis based on coalitional politics, strategic voting, and non-policy voting have light to shed on electoral reforms in general.
